Star Tree Topper

Top your tree with plushy goodness!

**Difficulty:** Intermediate

**Number of Squares:** 5

**Finished Size:** 6” w x 6” h

**Yarn:** Brown Sheep Nature Spun, sport, 305 Impasse Yellow, 40 yards.

**Loom:** Zoom Loom, 6” weaving needle

**Notions:** Tapestry Needle, two 1” buttons, wool roving or polyester fiberfill.

**Weaving:** Weave five squares with Nature Spun. After you’ve made all of the squares, leave the tails. You’ll need them for sewing.

**Assembly:** Make a cone and sew the two selvedges together, leaving about a ½” unsewn at the tip [1]. Turn the cone outside in. There will be a triangular flap at the wide end. Tack the point of the flap down [2] with the other tail and secure the tail. Repeat for the other four squares.

Use a length of yarn and sew all of the corners together to make a five pointed star [3].

**Finishing:** Felt the star in hot soapy water. We used a washboard to speed the process. Lay flat to dry. Stuff the points and “body” of the star with fiberfill [4], then stitch the tips of the star closed [5]. Pick up a couple of threads in the middle of each section with your yarn and cinch to bring the front together [6]. Repeat a second time if needed. Re-wet the star to mold it into a flatter shape. Finish with a decorative button in the center front of the star.

Find out more at schachtspindle.com
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